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Life Awakening’s mission is to teach and apply the Gospel, through 
the Holy Spirit, to people who want freedom, healing and victory 

from the burdens of sin and pain. 
 

We envision people who, because they have joined and experienced 
the supremacy of the Gospel with its life-changing power, are awak-
ened to walk in righteous and healthy relationships with God, their 
true selves and other people so they can discover and live out their 

personal destinies. 
 
 
In order to accomplish the mission and vision God has called Life 
Awakening to fulfill, we have been entrusted with a God-given, bibli-
cal message based on the finished work of Jesus Christ.  This message 
is called the Gospel Process: Embrace, Die, Bury, Rise and is taught 
through four Phases. 
 
 

PHASE FOUR:  GOSPEL PROCESS TRAINING 
 
This will teach, in detail, how one can apply Jesus Christ’s finished 
work by joining the Gospel of Jesus Christ, through a Gospel Pro-
cess: Embrace, Die, Bury, Rise Declaration Session in order to expe-
rience its power to bring lasting change.  The Process is also demon-
strated.  It is designed to train anyone, i.e., pastors, therapists, counse-
lors and/or lay people, how to help people join and experience the 
Gospel.  
 
This requires the completion of Phases One through Three and the 
completion of the Companion Workbook which a participant will re-
ceive prior to the Training. It is typically held on a Friday evening 
and all-day Saturday. 
 
Costs:  First-time participants -- $150 
             Alumni -- $25 

Video of training on flash drive (for participants only) -- $35 
 
 
The Gospel Process Training Manual can be purchased separately: 
 
Costs: Spiral bound -- $20 
               iBook, eBook or PDF -- $10 
 
 
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE… 
 
Life Awakening’s Journey, from a small prayer group to the Gospel 
Process Declaration Ministry   Cost:  $12 
 
Toolkit for Victorious Living, containing resources for individuals to 
learn how to live in victory.  Costs:   $12    iBook, eBook or PDF $10 
 
 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: 
Miriam Remington, Administrative Assistant 

717-203-2624 or Miriam@lifeawakening07.org 
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PHASE ONE: GOSPEL PROCESS LIFESTYLE SEMINAR 
 
This is designed to help Christians understand the basics of the Gos-
pel of Jesus Christ so it can be applied in practical ways. It is for one 
who is grappling with temptation and struggles and/or for one who 
wants to learn how to help another person who is grappling with 
temptation and struggles.  In short, this Lifestyle Seminar teaches how 
the Gospel can become a lifestyle so one can live in daily victory and 
develop Godly character and integrity. This is a six-hour seminar with 
flexibility as to the time and date of its presentation. 
 
Cost:  Participation with Student Manual  --  $30 
 
 
PHASE TWO:  GOSPEL PROCESS APPLICATION GUIDE 
 
Read the Gospel Process Training Manual which teaches the biblical 
doctrine of the Gospel Process and complete the Gospel Process Ap-
plication Guide.  Each chapter in the Application Guide corresponds 
with each chapter in the Training Manual.  This Guide asks challeng-
ing and thought-provoking questions which are to be privately an-
swered by an individual. If desired, individuals can then gather on a 
regular basis with other believers who have also completed the Guide. 
Together they can share from their completed Application Guides, the 
insights and revelations gained from the truths taught in the Training 
Manual. 
 
Costs:  Application Guide  --  $15 
            Gospel Process Training Manual  --  $20  
 
 
PHASE THREE:  GOSPEL PROCESS FACILITATOR’S GUIDE 
  
View the DVD that teaches the Gospel Process Facilitator’s Guide 
which outlines specific instructions for facilitating a Gospel Process 
Declaration Ministry Session.  This includes Worksheets for one to 
complete to enhance his understanding. 
 
Cost:  $30 

The message in the Training Manual starts with a parable that teaches 
the bad news about the dilemma people face because they are trapped 
in the strongholds of sin and pain that bring depression and defeat. 
God’s original design and intention for human beings, together with 
how they became tarnished and damaged through sin, is then ex-
plained to bring understanding to this challenging subject. A progres-
sion into differentiating and discerning the kingdoms that exist on the 
earth, together with how each operates, offers a keen, well-developed 
and profound understanding as to how and why people become 
wounded, addicted, broken, depressed, distraught and even suicidal.   
 
With that dismal picture of man’s dilemma exposed, the glorious 
Good News - the powerful, life-changing Gospel of Jesus Christ - is 
taught as the pathway to true and lasting freedom, healing and victory 
as one declares and exercises his God-given authority in faith.  
 
Although the life and earthly ministry of Jesus Christ is taught, it is 
the finished work of Jesus Christ that is the nucleus of Life Awak-
ening’s teaching. Why? Because He finished the work that was re-
quired for freedom, healing and victory to occur inside a person.  In 
finishing that work, His Kingdom can be activated inside a person 
so it can operate to bring about internal and lasting change.  
 
At the close, eternal issues are addressed so one can learn to be daily 
motivated by the hope of eternity. After all, people were designed to 
live eternally with the triune Godhead. 
 
The Holy Spirit delivered the Gospel Process: Embrace, Die, Bury, 
Rise Declaration Ministry. This Process helps one “put off the old” 
and “put on the new” so one can become freed, healed and victorious, 
causing effortless and spontaneous growth in Godly character and 
integrity. We have seen many people awakened through the Gospel 
Process.  Hence, God changed the original name, Wellspring Garden 
Ministries, to Life Awakening!  
 
With the Gospel Process message being Life Awakening’s heart and 
foundation, four Phases were developed to systematically and thor-
oughly teach and train people how to join and pattern their lives after 
Jesus Christ’s finished work. The Phases are hereinafter described. 
 


